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MOLECULAR BEAM SOURCES FABRICATED FROM 
MULTICHANNEL ARRAYS: V MEASUREMENT OF THE SPEED DISTRIBUTION 

byW. s. Si~khaus, R.H. Jon~s ~nd D. R. Oland~r 

. Inorganic Materials Research Division of the 
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory and 

the Department of Nuclear Engineering 
University of California, Berkeley, California 94720 

ABSTRACT· 

.. 

A technique for measuring the speed distribution of molecular 

beams which uses symmetric modulation and phase senE?,itive detection 

is described. Corrections for system errors on experiments of this 
".-,:' 

type are developed and verified. Inadc1ition to the expected l/v 

dependence of the ionizer, the extraction efficiency of the quadrupole 

mass spectrometer ionizer is shown to depend on the velocity of the 

molecules before ionization. The prediction of 5.5% energy enhancement·· 

of beams from channel sources operated at pressures well above the 

·free-molecule flow limit has been verified. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Molecular, beams generated by channel sources are used 

in many laboratories to investigate the physical-chemical 

interaction~(reactiori or scattering) between the beam and 

a solid surface or another gas. . To utilize thes,e sources 

efficiently and to interp'ret correctly the results of beam

surface or beam~beaminteraction measurements, the distribution 

of the mo1ecular beam both in ~elocity andiri space must be 

und~rstood. ~he total flow rates and angular distributions 

fr,om a variety of beam sources have been investigated in this 

l~boratory (1). A theoretical prediction of the speed 

distr~butio~ in the cent~rline beam was also deve10ped (2). 

The subject of the present report" is the measurement of the 

speed distribution. 

The technique used here to measure the speed distribution 

in the molecular beam differs "in several significant' ways 

from the ~ethods conventionally employed for such studies. 

The new te~hnique appears to have some advantages over the 

older methods, and in addition, requires only the equipment 

and operating techniques normally used for surface reaction 

or scattering studies. 

The oldest and most straightforward method of measuring 

the velocity distribution of a molecular beam is by means 

~f a velocity selector, which is a series of ~otating slotted 

disks. The technique is of limited utility in systems where 

• , ','..,,. ;"J •• ~,' \_ , • .. -: '. . " . 
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sb.6rtflight paths are desired or for beams of non-condensible 

gases. 

A technique which has become popular for measuring the 

velocity disiribution of aerodynamic beams is the time-of-

flight method. Here the beam is periodically gated "on" 

and th~ number of beam molec~les arriving at a detector 

downstream is re~ ... 

. . ~e ti~e beiween pulse~ is generally long 

enough to ·preven t the' si'gnals from ·adjacent pulses from 

overlapping. If the pulse "on" time flt is small compared 

to the average iran~it time, the pulse can be regarded as a 

delta function and interpretat~on of the time-of-arrival 

signal i~ greatly simplified. Typic.lly, flt is ~l% of the 

time between pulses (3)~ and as a result, only a sm~ll 

fraction of the available beam is utilized. 

If the chopper is open for a time comparable to the 

flight t~me of the molecules, the signal is a convolution 

of the velocity distribution and the gating function (4,5), 

and inversion of the data to yield the velocity distribution 

is difficult. Analytic inv~rsion is possible orily for simple 

gating functions, such as an isosceles triangle (5). Very 

accurate data are required since the second derivative of the 

time-of-arrival curve is needed. Generally, only the .lower 

moments of the velocity distribution can be deter~ined 

accutately. Alternatively, a velocity distribution 

3 
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function containing adjustable parameters can be utilized with the 

known gating function to a'chieve a best fit to the time-of-arri val 

curve (6). While this procedure is well adapted to aerodynamic beams, 

where a drifting Maxwellian distribution is theoretically expected, 

it is less useful in situations where the form of the distribution 

function is not known a priori. 

In the method used here, the molecular beam is symmetrically 

modulated, which means that 50% of the available beam is utilized. 

Tpe amplitude and phase of the signal from a detector located down

stream of the chopper are measured with a phases'ensitive lock-in 

amplifier over a wide range of chopping frequencies. These data 

represent a Fourier transform of the velocity distribution. Because 

the results do not depend on the gating function of 'the chopper, 

inversion of the measurements obtained in frequency space to yield 

the velocity distribution is straightforward. 

II. THEORY OF THE TECHNIQUE 

Consider a steady molecular beam emanating from a source into a 

vacuum chamber containing a detector through which ,the beam can pass 

unobstructed. Let the total number density of beam molecules at the 

detector location be nss ' which is assumed to be constant over the 

sensitive volume of the ionizer. Now interpose a beam modulator or 

chopper between the source and the detector. If the periodic function 

get) denotes ,the fraction of the total beam cross sectional area 

exposed'by the chopper at time t, the instantaneous density of beam 

molecules with reduced speeds between,z and z + dz in the detector is: 

n(z,t)dz ~ n sg(t - 2/az)f(z)dz 
, S 

," .. " 
" 

(1) 
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where f(z} is the riumber density speed distribution along the axis 

of the molecular beam and 1 is the distance between the chopper and 

the detector. Molecular speeds have been expressed in terms of the 

reduced speed, z =v/a where a = (2kT/m}I/2 is the most probable 

speed of a Maxwellian gas at the temperature of the source. 1/az is 

the transit time of molecules of reduced speed z. 

The detector considered here is a quadrupole mass spectrometer 

with a flow-through ionizer in which an electron beam intersects the 

molecular beam. If the electron current density at a location r in 

the ionizer is denoted by I . (r), the rate of production of fons from e -
neutrals originally in the speed range zto z + dz in the volume 

elementd3r at r is: 

+ 3 3 R (_r,z,t}d r dz = D I (r}n(z,t}d r dz e e - . 

where De is the ionization cross section. 

(2) 

Theprobabi"lity of ektraction and transmission of an ion once it 

has been created may depend upon the speed of the neutral molecule 

from which the ion was formed and on the location of the ionization 

event. A quantity p(E.,z) is defined as the probability that a 

molecule of reduced speed z which has undergone ionization at location 

r in the ionizer succeeds in passing through the mass spectrometer and 

registering as an output signal. This probability may also depend 

upon the direction in which the molecule is traveling at the time of 

ionization. This possibility is not considered here, since the 

molecular beam in our experiments traversed the ionizer ina fixed 

direction. The average probability of ion extraction and transmission 

r .,.. ....... 
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for molecules of reduced speedz in the ionization volume is: 

IV(z) = 
J Ie (r)p (£,z)d

3
r 

V 
(3) 

where V denotes the volume in which the molecular and electron beams 

overlap. The subscript V on the average probability indicates that 

unless p(£,~) is sep~rable in £ and z, the z-dependence ~f the 

extraction.,..transmissioh" efficiency a's well" as its magnitude depends 

upon the region in which ionization occurs.1 

The probability 'that any ion is detected is: 

"IV = fmBv(Z)f(Z) dz 

o 

which is 'the usual ion extraction and transmission efficiency of the 

detector. The subscript V ;again emphasizesthat,'this efficiency 

depends upon the position of the ionization ~egion. 

Our experiments' were not capable of measuring the magnitude of 

BV or BV(z). We could only determine quantitatively the dependence of 

the probability in Eq(3) upon molecular speed, and qualitatively, the 

dependence of this functional relationship upon the position of the (.~ 

ionization volume within the ionizer." The function describing the 

dependence of BV(Z) upon z is termed the "detector bias function". 

For clarity of presentation, the subscript V will be omitted, although 

it should be understood that both the magnitUde and z-dependence of 

the extraction-transmission efficiency depend strongly upon the 

location of the ionization region. 

The detector bias function (both magnitude and z-dependence) 

"" "<:;(. , 
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depends upon the voltages applied to the v~rious plates of the 

ibn extraction lens. The effect of electronic settings on the 

z-deoendence was noted in the experimp.nts, 

All ~ubsequent signal development steps (production 

of secondary electrons, electron multiplicat~o~ and current

to-v6Ita~e cortversion) are ~ssumed to be i~dependent of the 

initial speed ~f the molecule prior to ionization. 

An ~lectron multiplier following the mass filter 

amplifies the cuirent.The output current from the electron 

multiplier is dropped a~ross a load resistor RL and presents 

a voltage at the input of the lock-in~ampli~ier. Stray 

capa~itanceacross the load re~istor makes th~load appear 

as a compl~x i~pedance. 

Th~ signal voltag~ ~ntering the l~ck-in amplifier du~ 

to ionization of beam molecules wi th thermal .. speeds in z to 

z + d~ at time tcan be written as: 

where G is the gain 0 f the elec tron mul tiplier, and .£ is a 

,linear operator which represents the complex impedance of 

the transmission line. It accounts for the load re.~st~r 

which transforms the electron multiplier output current into 

(4 ) 

a voltage at the input of the lock-in amplifier and for the stray 

capacity which integrates this input signal. If there were 

no stray capacitance, ;£ would be a real constant. Combining 
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Eqs. (1)-(4) and integrating over all speeds, the input signal to 

the lock-in amplifier can be written as: ' 

Set) =[GO n fI (r)d3r]~fOOg(t - R./az)B(z)f(z) dz e ss e-
V o. 

(5 ) 

rThe·Dc component of the gating function does not contribute to the 

signal because the lock-in input is AC coupled. Therefore, the 

gating function get) may be taken to be an odd periodic function 

which can be expanded in a Fourier sine series: 

00 

q (t - t/a z) =L Bnsin [ nwm(t - t/azl] 

n=l 

(6 ) 

( Go on to page 9) 

"',! . 



where 

f3 = n 

and w is the fundamental 
m 

(7) 

frequency of the modulation. ") 

. . (When 

the seriesexpres~ion for get - l/az)is substitute~ in~o 

Eq. (5) and the ..g operation is brought inside the summation 

we obtain, 

S (t) 

O? 

= cf B C.) H.) 

o 

where the parameters in the square bracket of Eq. (5) have 

been colle~ted in the constant C. 

The'£ operation on the bracketed term inEq. (8) is 

(8) 

equivalent to the voltage response of the circuit (composed 

of the loa~ resistance and stray capacity) to a current 

excitation sin [nw (t - l/az)] arid may be written as: m 

9 

.t:{sIn[nwmCt - t/nZ)]] = Izcnwm)lsin[nwmCt - tIn.) + ~z(n"'m)] 
(9) 

where /Z(nw )1 is the magnitude of the transfer impedance 
m 

of, the circuit at the frequency nWn and tZ(nwm) is the phase 

angle of the transfer impedance. 

The signal at the input of the lock-in amplifier is 

then, 
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CXI 

S (t) = cJ B(z) f(z) t an I z (nw~) I Sin[nWm (t - t/az) + .z (nwm)] dz 

o n=l . 
(10) 

The phase ~ensitive ~mplifier passes the input signal 

S(t) through" a ~arro~ ba~d am~lif~er of center frequency w, 

then syhchronous1y rectifies this signal in an electronic 

switch ~hi~h is coh~ro11ed by a reference signal. No output is obtained 

unless the frequency til is,jlocked-in" with the modulation frequency 

Wm or. one of its harmonics, 2wm , 3wrn , etc. These signal 

processing ste~s essentially amount to multiplying the input 

signal by a reference sinusoid sin(wt - t)where t is 

the angle by which the refe~e~ces{nusoid lags the reference 

signal triggering it. The product signal from the synchronous 

rectifier is averaged over a time sufficient to smooth out 

fluctuations. 

The output signal after passing through t~e lock-in 

amplifier may be written as 

A(w,JI.,t) = 

T 

limil sin (wt -
T+CXI 0 

n=l 

CXI .)1 B(z)f(z) 

(11) 



If the lock-in amplifier is tuned to the fundamental 

mode w = w 
.m' 

only the n=l term in the sum contributes 

and we obtain 

A(w,t,~) = lim 
T-+co 

o 0 

. - C08[2oot- .; - :! + ';z (oo)]} dzdt 

Integratin* over ii~~ ,the second cosine term drops out and 

we are left with, 

co 

(12) 

1.(00,1,';) - .~ C61IZ(oo)IJ 1I(z)f(Z)C08 [:! - .; - ';Z(oo)]dZ (13) 

o . 

Notice that the result involves the gating function only 

th~ough it. first Fourier coefficient which may be combined 

with the constant c. 

11 

In performing ~n experiment the ph~~e • is adjusted to give 

zero output. The phase angle is shifted 90° from the null point and 

the output signal A and corresponding value of • are recorded. 

The characteristics of the external Circuit, IZ(w)land .Z(w), 

may be determined independently. Their effects are removed 

before further data reduction by dividing the measured 

signal amplitude by Iz(w)1 and adding .Z(w) to the measured 

phase angle. 

After correcting for complex impedance, the amplitude in 

Eq. (13) is normalized by dividing by the amplitude at zero 
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frequency and the phase is expressed as the shift from the phase 

angle at zero frequency. (Phase and amolitude at zero frequency 

are "determined by extrapolation - see Sec. IV) The amplitude and 

phase so determined are denoted by a and ¢i they represent measure-

ments at a phase angle which maximizes the signal amplitude. 

The new amplitude and phase dep~nd on wand 1 only 

through their proauct 001. The dimensionless parameter 
I 

x = w1/a is n times the ratio of the transitt.ime of a 

molecule of the most probable speed, 1/a, t6 the modulation 

time n/w. In terms of X, Eq. (13) becomes: 

CO" 

a(X) - ~.! B(z)f(z) CO.[X/Z - ~(li)]dZ 
wher~ C' repres~nts the integral ofEq. (14) when X=O. 

The z~ro ·~utput at each value of X at a phase angle of 

(~ + 90°) is expressed as: 

. co 

o -J B(z)f(z) co. [XI. - [HX) + _/2] }dZ 
o 

(14) 

(15) 

With the substitution y = lIz, Eq. (14) is seen to be 

the complete Fourier integral transform of the function 
. 2 ~ 

B(y)f(y)/y with respect to the transform variable X. Fourier 

inversion and co resubstitution of z = l/y yields: 

2 2 cJ a(X)cos [X/Z ~ (X)] dX (16) z B(z)f(z) = -n 

0 

The normalized distribution function is given by: 

,"" 



GO 

21 1··· a(x)cos[x/z ""'~(X)]dX 
z B(z) . 0 . 

= 
'.JGO 2 dz lGO a(X) cos [x/ z - ~ (X)]dX 
. z B (z) 

o 

f (z) (17) 

Thus the speed distribution can be determined by integration 

of the phase and amplitude data over all frequencies (or X). 

The average translational energy o:f: the-beam molecules is 

of particular interest in molecular beam experiments. The 

ratio of the energy of the beam molecules relative to that 

of a Maxwellian beam is given by Eq. (19) of reference 2. 

The beam energy, ratio can be determined from phase and 

amplitude data by: 

GO GO . J dz rlzr ja(x) cos [ ~ - t (X) ]dX 

2! ::(zI~ (j1X)cos [~- t(X) ] dX 

(18) 

13 

. : 
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III. EQUIPMENT 

The experi~ent is design~d to perform thiee functions: 

to generate a molecular beam of constant intensity; to modulate 

it; and,at a point downstream, to detect the amplitude and phase 

of the density variations introduced by the modulation. 

The ~xp~ri~ent i~ housed in the vacuum system shown 

in Fig. 1. A 1 mm diameter hole in the dividing partition 

between the source chamber and the main chamber serves as 

the beam co11imaior. The so~rce chamber is ptimped by a 

liquid nitrogen t~apped 500 lit/sec oil ~iffusioi pump, ~hich maintains 

. . -5 
a vactium df 2 x 10 torr when the strongest beam is generated. The 

main chamber is the int'erior of a 1200 lit/sec ion pump operating at 

3 x 10-8 torr forstr'ong beams (provided that the chopper in this 

chamber is not operated). These pressures are sufficiently low so 

that collisions between beam molecules and the background gas are 

negligible. 

The beam sour~e is a si~gle c*pillary 0.48 cm in length 

and 0.038 cm diameter drilled in a brass plug mounted in the 

end of a 1/2 inch diameter brass tube. This source 

has been previously tested for angular emission and total 

leak ~ate.(l) Although the single capill~ry is not as 

efficient a source as a multichannel array, the capillary 

was chosen for these experiments because the geometry is 

accurately known and the possibility of interference between 

many channels is avoided. 

For the present study an ultraclean gas inlet system 

\~i 
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is not rie~~ssary. Copper or nylon tubing is used for 

i~te~connections and joints are made with viton gaskets. 

Source pressure is measured o~ a 0.1 - 20 torr Wallace-

Tiernan gauge, and on a 0.01 micron - 10 torr (three rarige) 

Mcieod gauge trapped with dry ice and acetone. Gas flow 

is regulated by a Granville Phi~lips variable leak. 

Two beam choppers labelled as nos. 1 and 2 in Fig. 1 

are provided in order to vary the flight path. No.1 is 

15 

close to the"source in the source chamber (molecular flight path, 

chopper-to-detector = 38.2 cm) and no. 2 is close to the detector 

in the main chamber (molecular flight path, chopper-to-detector 

= 2.4 cm). The beam choppers are driven by Globe synchronous 

motors. The motors are used as received with no change of 

lubricants, but are mounted in water cooled blocks. 

motors have a design driving speed of 

8000 rpm but have operated smoothly from 100 - 14,000 rpm.~ 

----------------~-------- -~me care must be used at 

low speeds to provide just sufficient driv~ng power to 

sustain rot~tion or un~ven moiionoccurs. 
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The'synchronous motorsllsed here require two power sources 

90 0 out of phase. Typically, these small motors are driven by an 

audio test oscillator through an audio power amplifier. Satis

factory operation at a fixed speed can be achieved by applying power 

to one winding directly and to the' other winding through .a phasing 
mofe 

capacitor. AAconvenient technique is to use two amplifiers each 

supplying one winding, phase shifting being done before power amplifi-

cation. (The audio oscillator, a Hewlett Packard model 203A Function 

Generator', provides two sine wave 'outputs with variable phase relation.) 

This technique has the advantage of permitting rapid speed changes and 

delivers substantially smoother power to the motor; it also allows a 

reduction in driving power which minimizes motor heating. By applying 

equal powe'r to both motor windings chopper flutter is reduced. Dynaco 

Mark 11'1 audio amplifiers (60 watts each) were used. An oscilloscope 

connected across each motor winding to show the 90 0 Lisajous circle 

pattern is a convenience to show proper phasing and to indicate 

overloads. 

In other modulated beam systems, a reference signal to 

use with a lock-in amplifier is usually provided by a photocell

light beam system in the vacuum chamber near the chopper wheel. (7) 

The compact design of our vacuum system makes such an arrangement 

impractical. In order to provide a reference signal, the 

"position" of the rotating wheel is observed with a strobe light 

(General Radio l53lA~) 

, i 
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synchronized with the motor power and provided with vari.ble 

delay bj two D.ta Pulse 101 pulse generators connected in 

". series. Under some driving conditions, the chopper viewed by 

the synchronized strobe appears to "walk" away from the reference 

position or to oscillate about' it. These indications of marginal 

operation of the synchronous drive system are easily observed with 

the strobe 'technique and may be immediately corrected by individually 

adjusting power to each motor winding (provided the bearings are 

still sound). 

The ti~e delay betw~en the 

synchronizing pulse and the light output was measured and found 

-6 to be about 4 x 10 sec. The strobe reference "position" is 

viewed through a 12 power cathetometer comparing a blade edge to a line 

scratched on the vacuum chamber wall. Reference resettabi1ity 

is better than 1° phase. 

Chopper wheels are 3"i~ diameter with slots milled 

into the edges to provide equal beam "on" and "off" times. 

The.wheels are checked for static balance by supporting 

them at the hub on a conical pivot. Heavy sides are thinned 

on the faces by hand grinding. The balancing test can 

detect an imbalance of about 1 mi11igr~m on the edge. 

In order to eliminate pickUp of motor hum in the output signal, 

the number of slots on the chopper blade was chosen to give a beam 

moc.'hll.'1tlon (rcquoncy twice that of the motor drive. The motor drive 

Go on .topage 17a 
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reference signal at the modulation frequency. 

The detector is an Electronics Associates Inc. quadrupole 

mass spectrometer. A sketch of the spectrometer with typical 

ionizer operating voltages is shown in Fig. 2. The detector is 

of the through-flow variety. The neutral beam entering the 

ionizer is defined by a collimator opening slightly smaller than 

the open area of the ionizer. The electron beam intersects t;.he 

neutral beam at right angles. Those molecules which are not 

ionized while traversing the electrons pass into the main 

chamber 

Go o,n to page 18 
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without scattering from components of the ionizer. A fraction 

of the ions c~eated are ex~racted and drawn 'into the quadrupole 

mass filter whose axis is orthogonal to both the neutral beam and 

the electron beam. Ions "successfully passing the ~ass filter strike 

the 'first dynode of an electron multiplier. The signal from-the 

t electron multiplier can be approximated by the output of an ideal 

current sQurceproportional to the number of ions striking the first 

dynode. 

The output of the electron multiplier is fed to' a model HR-S 

Lock-in Amplifier (Princeton Applied Research Corporation). A 

negative pulse from the delay generator is used for a reference signal 

and the lock-in amplifier was operated in'the automatic mode. Main , 

of the sinusoidal reference signal produced in'the lock-in amplifier. 

The lock-in amplifier is c~librated point-by-point at each frequency 

as data are taken. This calibration allows correction for amplitude 

nonlinearities and the small phase differences between signal and 

reference channels. Because the frequency trim control is not adjusted 

at each frequency, corrections of 5% in amplitude and ±So in phase 

are encountered in the range 10 - 1400 Hz. A united Systems 

CorporationZ~200-B digital voltmeter is used for signal readout. 

The type "A" preamplifier is operated remotely in differential 'mode 

with an input to One channel only. Locating the preamplifier close to 

the electron multiplier reduces cable capacitance and differential 

operation reduces 

Go on to page 19 
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ground loop problems. A small relay operated from batteries is used 

to switch the preamplifier from the electron multiplier to the 

calibrator. The calibrator has a low output impedance (50 ohms); 

therefore cable capacitances· are of no consequence for calibration. 

While the calibration signal is applied to the preamplifier, the 

electron multiplier output is connected to an oscilloscipe for visual 

inspection and to assist in spectrometer adjustments. The inter-

connections of the detector electronics are summarized in Fig. 3. 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

For each set of experiments on a particular gas, the mass 

spectrometer ionizer controls were fixed by maximizing the output 

signal from a modulated molecular beam. These setting~ were found to 

be independent of modulation frequency and were maintained for the 

entire series bf experiments with that gas. 

Depending on the desired path length, one of the two choppers 

shown in Fig. 1 is utilized. The unused chopper is arrested in an 

open position, so that it does not obstruct the beam. WAn experiment 

begins by setting up the desired pressure in the source tube using the 

variable leak. After waiting about an hour for equilibrium to be 

established data taking is begun. The amplitude and phase data are 

taken beginning with a value at 200 Hz. ; then a series of points from 

10Hz. through 200 Hz. up to 1400 Hz. and a final check point at 200 Hz. 

are taken. The time at which each data point is taken is recorded. 

Over the range of source pressures ~ba investigate~ 

I 
I: 
! 
i: 



only slight changes in amplitude and phase dat~ w~re ob~eived. 

Consequently operating techniques were developed to minimize 

scaiter of the data and systemati~ errors were carefully 

appraised exp~rimentally. The eiroi sources associated 

with each compri~ent are listed' in parerithesis in Fig. I 

and ar~ described in more detail in App~ndix A. 

After ~or~ection for the vari~u~ effects discussed 

in Appendix A, the phase and amplitude are plotted versus 

f~equen~yin the frequency range from 10 to 250 Hz. Best 

20 

fitting lirtes are drawn through the dat~ points and extrapolated 

.to zero frequency. All amplitude values are normalized by 

dividing by the value 0 f "amp Ii tude a i: zero freq uency. 

Absolute zero in phase occurs when the tr~ili~g edge 

of a ~h~pper blade is passing the center of the beam. The 

refete~c~ line viewed ~nder stiobe flash does not correspond 

to this position but represents a fixed value of ze~~ shift. 

The best value of measured "phase at zero frequency" is 

obtained by extrapolating several sets of phase data to zero 

frequency. This zero shift is then applied to correct .all 

phase data, since at low frequencies the phase of all signals 

appro~ches the absolute zero of phase. 

V. RESULTS 

The Detector Bias Function 

If the speed distribution function fez) and the detector 

bias function B(z) are known, the amplitude .and phase of the 

j 

... 
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signal as a function of frequency is' given by Eqs. (14) and (15). 

For ~ ~articularX, ~ is determined (to within a constant 2wn) 

by Eq. "(15"> aner a is then fixed by Eq. (14). The parameter 

X'm~ybee1i~iriat~d betw~en the two equations to yield a 

.' . ~ .' (8) 
relation b~tween ~ and~. Harrison, Hummer, and Fite 

hav~ det~rmined th~ amplitude-£requency and phase~frequency 

relationships for a constant detect6r bias fun~tion (B(z) = 
..' . /. 2- z 2) 

constarit) and a Maxwellian speeddistributiori \f(z) ~ z e . 

Their res~l~s are expressed as amplitude and phase as funitions 

of the parameter X.Eliminating this parameter between the 

two equations yields a universal amplitud~-phase relationship 

which is ind~pendent of thechopper-to-detector distance, 

sciurce temperature, and th~ mol~c~la~ weight of the gas. 

In Ref. 2, it was shown that completely free molecule 

flbw .nd hence a Maxw~llian speed diitribution is attained when 

the Knud~en number (ra~io of mean free ~ath in the source 

reservoir to channel length) is ~10. The amplitude-phase 

data for two low pressure experiments, oxygen at 1.4 microns 

source pr~ssure (Kn = 9.1) and xenon at 0.75 microns (Kn = 9.4), 

are plotted in Fig. 4 along with the theoretical curve for a 

Maxwellian gas taken from the calculations of Ref. 8. The 

results for the two gases are identical within experimental 

error~ ~ut both lie ~s much as 20% above the theoretical curve. 

This discrepancy is an order of magnitude greater than the 

precision of the amplitude measurements. Since the very low 

80urcepressures used in these experiments assured a Maxwellian 
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speed di~iributi6n, theid~sc~epancy'in Fig. 4 is ascribed 

to the dete~t6r bias function. 

If t~e disagreement between theory and experiment evident. 
, , 

in Fii;4'i~ d~e tri a speed sensitive ~xtra6tion and trans-

mis~ion efficiency of the quadrupole mass spectrometer, 

the detector bias funct{on should be a funct{on of ~he position 

of the neutral beam wi~hin the ionizer cage as well as of 

the spee~ of the neutral molecules. An e~periment was performed 

to demonstrate that the experimentalpo~nis of Fig. 4 can be 

shifted simply bj di~eitirig the molecular ~eam to a different 

pottion of the ionizer. 

,The upper portion of the ionizer was blocked off by 

arresting chopper No. 2 in th~ closed position and raising 

it slightly to allo~ the n~utral beam to pass through the 

bottom 1/8 of thaionizer. Whereas the amplitude-phase 

data ~ith a completely open ionizer fell above the th~oreti~al 

cur~e, the data from the experiment ~t the same source pressure 

and with the same gas fell distinctly below the.theoretical 

curve at low phase angles. Fig. 5 compares the data from 

these two experiments. These results clearly demonstrate. 

the sigri~ficarit effect of location of the i~nization events 

upon the efficiency of ion extraction and transmission in 

the massspectrometerdet~ctor. 

In another experiment) 

th~ voltages on the various 

plates of the ionizer were not optimized. The amplitude-
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phase data were quite diffeient from those obtained under other-

wise identical conditions but with ionizer voltages adjusted 

foroptimu~ signal strength. 

The det~ctor bias function was determined experimentally 

from the xenon data of Fig. 4. The ampl~tude-frequency and 

phase-frequency d.ta were integrated accord~ng to Eq. '(16). 

A computer program fitted a parabola to each trio of 

da~a points and performed the int.gration with respect to 

X numerically until all data points were exhausted. This 

distributiort was divided by the normalized Maxwellian 

speed distribution to yield a quantity proportional to the detector 

bias function. The results for the 0.75 micron xenon experiment 

is shown in Fig. 6 in wh~chthe detettor bias function is 

plotted as a function of reduced speed, z·= via.. The scatter 

of the data at low VE.HocLt:1.es; is due to rapid oscilla.tion of the 

integrand in Eq. (16) at~largevalues of the x/z term which. 

leads to difficulties in nu~erical integration •. The detector 

bias function from the low pressure oxygen experiment 

was the same as that shown in Fig. 6 for xenon. The 

of the detector bias function on the mass of the gas molecules 

when expressed as a function of z suggests that the 

transmission and extraction efficiencies of the detector are 

energy rather than speed sensitive (the reduced speed via. is 

1 h f h 1 i (E/Eo) l/2, equa to t e square root 0 t e re at ve energy 

where E is the most probable energy of the distribution). o 

Fig. 6 also shows that when the ionizer voltages have been 
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adjusted to give the maximum signal, the maximum in the bias 

,{unction coincid~s with th~ maximum in the distribution 

function (z = 1). 

'To under stand why "the ext rac t ion and transmis s ion ef f ic ienc ies 

of the~etectoi might be maximized at a particular translational 
" , 

~ner~y, consider the pith of a molecule in the beam passing 

~hrough th~ d~tector (Fi~. 2). The molecule enters the 

ionizer cage wi th a: parti"cu1ar ener"gy in the thermal range 

and is ionized wiih a probability inveiseiypropor~ion~l to 

its speed (or prop~rt{onal to its residence ti~e in the 

ionizing' r~gion). This beh~vior renders the detector density 

sensitive. Once the mo1ec~le is ionized, it is subjected 

to the forces of the electric fields in the ionizer cage. 

Alihough the geometry and variety of voltages applied to the many 

components of the ionizer assembly precludes quantitative 

~omputation of the fields inside the cage, two important 

contri~~tions can be considered qualitatively. 

A force due to the electrostatic field between the 

filament and the electron collector acts on the ion in the 

direction parallel to the electron beam. The extent to 

which the ion is deflected towards the ftlament and away 

from the ion extractor hole is inversely proportional to 

its energy. Consequently, low speed molecules are more 

likely to be diverted from a trajectory which would ultimately 

result in detection than fast ones. 

The force due to the electric field set up by the focus 



electrod~ re~ches up thiori~h the fonextraction hole and pulls 

ions towards the quadrupole structure. The probability that 
I 

a~ ~on i~ b~~t by 90° irithis eitraction process a~d trans~ 

ported into t~e quadrupole structure within the acceptance 

angle of the latter is inversely proportional to the ion 

energy. This effect renders extraction and transmission of 

ions with large initial thermal energies in the direction of 

t~~ neut~al beam more difficuli than collection of slow 

molecules. 

These two 'effects suggest that extraction 

is inefficient for both slow and fast mol~cules which 

have been ionized. Opti~izing ihe ionizercontiols to obtain 

the maximum signal apparently varies the two fields described 
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abo~e in a fashion su~h that the molecule with the most probable 

energy is also the one most likely to be detected. In a 

gross 'sense~ the optim{iation process"c~n be viewed as 

translation Gf the detector bias function along the z axis 

in Fig. 6. The optimum position is at z = I because this is 

the speed region containing the largest number of molecules. 

Becaus~ the ion trajectories under the influence of the 

elect~ostatic fields depend upon ion energy, the detector 

bias funct·ion should be a function of the energy of the ion 

at the instant of ionization (or the reduced speed i) rather 

than its absolute speed. Comparison of the amplitude-phase 

data f~roxygen and xenon in Fig. 4 indicates that this 

expectation is fulfilled. 

" , ", , 
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.e~~use 'of ihe existence of a dei~ctor bias function, 

the simple method of correcting mass spectrometer output 
, 

signals for beam temperature by weighting the signals with 

. . (7) .. 
the square root of the temperature is no~ valid. The 

appropriate correction is discussed in Appendix B. 

i 
Effect of Source Pressure o~ the ~peed Distribution 

E~peiiments 'w.re p~rformed with xenon and oxygen beams 

over a rarige of ~ource pres~ures correspori~1ng to Knuds~n 

riumbers (based on chann~l lerigth) fromlO to O.O~. This 

range corresponds toO. 75 to 370 microns sou'rce pressure for 

xenon, and 1.4t~ 660 microns source press~re for oxygen. 

Knudsen numbers greater than 10 could not be investigated 

becaus~ the beams were too weak to a~sure amplitude and phase 

d~ta of the quality needed for speed distribution studies." 

Bea.s ~hara~terized-by Knudsen numbers smaller than 0.02 

wer. so~iro~g that the electr6n multiplier degradation was 

too ~.pid to obtain r.liable data. None~heless, the 500-~01d 
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source pressure range was sufficient to encompass the transition 

from Maxwellian to saturated spectra discussed in the previous 

paper. 

The beam was modulated by the chopperinth~ source 

chamber which provided a 38.2 em flight p~th for the beam 

~olecules. This path length and the max1mum modulat~on 

frequency of 1400 Hz. was sufficient to reduce the amplitude 

of the xenon beam to 2.5% of its zero frequency value; the 

oxygen beam was reduced to 15% of its zero frequency value. 

.. 

• I 

,., 
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Amplitude degradations due to molecular transit of this magnitude 

are required to perm'it the inversio~ process to be accomplished 

with re~sonab1e accuracy. The main ihamb~r chopper was 

arrested in the open p~sition in these e~periments. 

The lowest pressure xenon experiment was assumed to 

represent a Maxwellian beam ~nd was u~ed to determine the 

detector bias function. The data from the remaining eleven 

experiment~ w~re in~erted by Eq. (17), using the detector 

bias function shown on Fig. 6. Figs. 7 and 8 show the 

amplitude and phase data (after correction for the effects 

discussed in Appefidix A and normalization to unit amplitude 

and zero phase at zero chopping frequency) for the two xen~n 

beam expet~ments at th~ source pressure extremes of the 

range covered. Figs~ 9 and 10 show si~i1ar plots for oxygen. 

These plots illustrate the small differences from which 

information concerning the effect of source pressure on the 

spectrum must be extracted. 

Experimental and theoretical speed disttibutions are 

compared in Fig. 11. The curves are reproductions of Fig. 2 

of the preceeding paper, and represent Maxwellian and fully 

saturated spectra. The measured speed distribut~on for the 

xenon experiment at a Knuds*n number of 0.02 is i~ good 

agreement with the theor~tical prediction for the fully 

saturated spectrum. The~th.o~~tica1 and experimental distributions 

match quite well around th~ maximum; the increase in the position 



of the maxim~m compared to a Maxwellian distribution is in 

excelle'n t accord with the collis ion 'model discussed in the 

previous paper. i The experimental points at low speeds 

(z ~ 0.5) ~~hib{tcon~iderable scatter. The theoretical 

curve f6r ~he fully ~aturated spectrum is ~l02 lower than 
I 

the measured distribution at high speeds. ! Thes'e data are 

not suff{cien~ly precise to ascribe this discrepancy to an 

inadequi~y in the model uset ~o g~~erat~ the theotetical 

curve. 

The ratio of the average transla~ional energy of the beam 

molecules to'that for a Maxwellian beam isa useful quantity 
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for characterizing the entire speed distribution. This quantity 

is determined from the data by use of Eq.(l7) and compared in 

Fig. l2to the predictions of the collision model developed 

in the preceedingpaper. Because of the fluctuations 

introduced by the inversion technique, the points show 

considerable scatter about the theoreticalcu~ve., 

( Howeve r,' the 



agreement is considered adequate in view of the small range 

over whicti ihe beam energy ~atio changes an~ the many 
. '. . . 

corrections required before the data can bein~erted. Th~ 

de~iations of the data from the theoretical curve are never 

moreth~ri ~%. which is small compared to the 25 or 75% changes 

in the b~~m energy ratio which would be expected for a fully 

expanded nozzle beam. Within the scatter of ihe data, diatomic 

oxygen and monat~mic xenon yield similar spectrum hardening 

param~ters, ~hich is expected for th~collision model on 

which the the~ry is based, but w~ich would not b~ so if 

aerodynamic eff~cts were significarit. Although the data 

do not verify the e~isterice ot the plateau at low Knudsen 

numbers, the ~51/2% increase in beam energy ratio at high 

sourc~ pre.~u~es predic~ed by the theory i~ consistent with 

the meas~t~merit •• 

VI. ~oNciuSIONS 

1) The results suggest that lock-in amplification 

of symmetrically modulated molecular beams may be a useful 

tool for measuring the speed distribution in molecular beams. 

2) Both the average energy of the beam and the speed 

distribution measured by this technique are consistent with 

predictions of the collision model developed in the previous 

paper. The hardening of mol~cular beams from channel sources 

operated just above the free molecule limit is small compared 

to the substantial increase of beam energy obtainable from 
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nozzle beams. Th~diff~rence b~twe~n the bea~~ from chan~el 

sources such as tho~e con~idered in th~s series of papers 

and the ideal Maxwellian beam may be significan't enough to 

warrant c6nsid~ration ih some bea~-b~am or be~m-surface 

interaction studies. ..' 

3) 
. ! . . 

The quadr~pole mass spectrometer, :which is.a popular 

d~tector foi sttiaies of this nature, is not a purely den~ity-

sensitive device. Because of tuning the ionizer for maximum 

signal, the extraction and transmission of ions formed from 

molecules around the most probable energy of the distribution 

is favored. The detector bias function which describes 

this' phenomenon is sens i t i ve to the location of the mo le cul ar 

beam in th~ ionizer and to the voltage settings on the ionizer 

lens. The bias function undoubtedly var~es from one detector 

to another. The effect of the bias function must be consid~red 

when comparing mass spectrometer output signals from beams 

of different temperatures. 

. . 
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APPENDIX A 

SOURCES OF ERROR AND CORRECTIONS 

Sources ofErro~ 

A. Sour'ce Pressure Fluctuations 

th~ pressure in the s6~rce generating the beam is 

heldconst~ht to hetter than 1% over the dur~ti6n of an 

experi~ent. This sm~ll long term drift in the beam intensity 

is included in the correction 'for electron multiplier gain 

decay ~iscussed later. 

B. Flutter of th~ Chopp~r 

Although the synchronous motor is commonly regard.d 

as as'moothly rotating device, its motion is derived from 

a series of cooperating impulses smoothed by the inertia 

of the rotor aid load. Since rotational en~rg~ decreases 

as ,the square of the frequency of rotation, the angula~ moment 

applied (in impulses) to the wheel should be reduced corres-

pondingly'to assure that uniform rotation is obtained. Because 

of the low power applied at low frequencies, large oscillations 

around the synchronous position can occur. Data were taken 

only ~f these oscillations were less th~n lOpha~e. 

C. Background Pressure Modulation in th,e Main Chamber 

The pulsed beam entering the main chamber may introduce 

modulation of the background pressure. An experiment was 

performed to ascertain that the measured density variations 

were due to modulation of the directed molecular beam rather 

than pre~sure oscillations or beam reflections. Chopper 
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No. 2 ~as arrested in a posi~ion s~ch that ~he direct beam 

was prevented from entering the ionizer cage. An attempt 

to measure a modulated signal fiom a strong xenon bea~ at 

10, 700 and 1400 Hz was made. Less than one microvol"t of modulated 

"background" signal was detected at a primij-ry modulated beam 
• ! 

sigha1 of one volt .. This experiment eliminates background 

modulation is a significant ~ource of e~perimenta1 error. 

Corrections" " 

The errors introduced in the detection and meas~r1ng 

system which ~ou1d not ~e eliminated by careful experimentation 

alone had to be accounted tor by application of correction 

factors. For this discus~io~ the detecti6n ~rid measuring 

system is divid~d into four elements. The error introduced 

in each of these ii liste~ in pir~ntheses in Fig. 1 under 

the component involved. 

A. Lock-in Amplifier Response 

~he lock-in amplifier amp1ifie~ the signal received' 

from the transmission line and determines its amplitude 

and the phase with ~espect to the modulation reference sighal. 

Variations in amplifier gain and phase are ~orrected by 

measuring the amplitude and phase respon~* to a full scale-

zero phase calibration signal at each frequency. 

B. Electron Multiplier Gain Decay 

Ideally, the electron multiplier converts the ion current 

into an electron current and increases the number of charge 

carriers by a fixed factor. In practice, the gain of the 
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electron multiplier is not constant. Signal amplitude measureme,nts 

with a steady modulated beam alway~ exhibit ~' gradual decr~ase 

with time. This decre~se is most severe with strong beams, 

being as large as l5%/hour with output signal of 1 microampere~ 

This degredation in' gain is believed to be due to a decrease 

in the secoridary electron emission coefficient of the first 

dynode because of the implant~tion ofio'ns(Xe+ or 0;>. No 

lorig tetmill effects 01 dinod~ degredation have been observed; 

the elect~o~ multiplier seems t~ r~cuperate while idle 

overnight~ Ap~aiently the'implanted ions diffuse out of the 

dynode in ~l2hours. 

During the course of an experiment, the signal at 200 Hz. 

modulation was measured ~everal times and plotted as a function 

of time. F~~m this plot the effective system gain ~t any 

time duting the experiment c~uld be determined and applied 

as ~ correction to the other measurements. Besides the 

decrease in the gain of the electron multipliei, other 

phenomena .affecting signal amplitude over a similar time 

period (~.g., change in source pressure, change in efficiency 

of the ionizer are also included in this correction.) 

c. Complex Impedance Corr~ction 

Bec~use the transmission line and other stray capacitance 

present a complex impedance to the current output from the 

electron multiplier, the amplitude and phase must be corrected 

for this effect. C~rrection for capacitance effects by a 

complex transfer impedance was based on the circuit model 
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shown i~ Fig. 13. The electron multiplier is assumed to be 

an ideal current s~urce, i . 

. The shunt c~pacitance C represent~ the distributed 

capacity of connectors, preamplifier, and electron multiplier. 

The value of C wa~ mea~ured on an L-C m.tet(Tektronix 

Type 130) to be on the order of 60 picofarads. The lo~d 

resistor, RL~ provides a DC return path for the signal. Its 

value is- chosen's 0 that the signal voltage' drop across it 

is small co~~a~ed to. the v~ltage drop bet~een't~e'dyn~~~s 

of the ele~t~on multip1ier. If the last dynode is allowed 

to float the' gaih of th~ elec~~on multiplier i~d~cr~ased 
I 

at a rate depend~nt ~pon the bea~ stre~gth. It was 

convenient to use a load resistor equal to that of the monitor 

oscilloscope (1 Megohm); then the same D.C. level was maintained 

on the last dynode when connected to either the oscilloscope 

or the lock-in amplifier. 

Components c and r are the input coupling capacitor 

and grid resistor of the preamplifier stage of the lock-in 

detector. The lock-in amplifier responds to 'a voltage S' 

a ti t S input, w her e ' S is g i ve n byE q • (5 ) • A c cor din g to 

Fig. 13, the complex tr~nsfer impedance is: 

1 
Z (w)' 

+ iwe + __ ~l~~ __ 
r + lliwc 

Iz(w) I and $Z(ul) .ma~ be evaluated from this equatio,n. 

Thereli~bility of the complex impedance correction 

~88 checked by performing three sets of measurements of 

,I 

(A-l) 

i 
" 
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amplitude attenuation and phase shift under constant beam 

. 5 6 
conditions but using diffeient values for RL (10 ,10 and 

6 5 x 10 . ohms). A plot of these uncorrected measurements in 

terms of amplitude vs. frequency is shown in Fig. 14. The 

correspondiDg plot with phaseo~dinate is shown i~ Fig. 15. 

The amplitude and phase values corrected for complex impedance 

are shown for the 0.1 and 5 ~egohm load resistors in Figs. 

16 and 17. The circuit model used for correction aligns 

the dat. o·f the different runs within the ~xperimenta1 

scat te.r •. 

To ~erlfy that the'overa11 sy~tem had a flat frequency 

response the following expe~iment w.s pe~f6rmed. The 

chopper No. 1 was ariested in an open position and the beam 
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was modu1~ted bsing Chopper No.2. Since the distan~e between 

choppera~di6nizerwas' reduced by a facto'r of 15.8 the parameter 

x covered only ~6% of the range available when the source 

chamber thopper was' used to ~od~late ihe beam~ For X values 

iri the overlapping range of the two choppers, the corrected 

amplitude and phase vs. frequency plots should coincide 

if the system has a flat freque~cy response. Because of the 

finite length of the ionization region (~0.5 cm), the main 

chamber chopper-to-detector distance cannot be defined 

exactly, and therefore it is convenient to plot amplitude 

versus phas~, thereby eliminating X (see text) • 

Fig. 18 shows that the corrected data for short and 

long beam path length experiments coincide in the range of 

.. ," ,',' 

i 
I' 

i 
I. 

• I 
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phase covered by the short length experiments. In these 

experiments,frequencies from 0 to 1100 Hz •. w~re u~ed with 

chopper No. 2 and 0-200 Hz. chopper No.1. Therefore it can 

be concluded that the detection system has a flat frequency 

response after all of the previously discussed c~rrections 

have been ~pplied. 
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APPENDIX B 

EFFECT OF BEAM TEMPERATURE ON THE OUTPUT SIGNAL FROM 

A QUADRUPOLE MAss SPECTROMETER 

Consid~r f~r example a detector which has been optimized 

with a Max~ellian gas at temperature T. Suppose a steady 
o 
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2 Maxwellian beam of intensity 10 molecules/em -sec at a temperature 

TpaSses through the d~t~ctor. The D.C. signal is: 
o 

wh~re the number density iri the beam has been written as 

I / (2a /Ii,">. a is the mos t probable speed at T , and o 0 . 0 0 

. 2 -z2 
fM(z) ~. ze (Maxwellian distribution). 

Fora Maxwellian beam. at a temperature T > T and 
o 

(B-1) 

intensity I, the signal is given by Eq. (B-1) with the sub~cript 

o removed. However, since the detector bias function has 

been determined by optimization at T and is unaffected by 
.0· 

beam temperature, the argument of B in Eq~ (B-1) must be 

written ~s za/a. The ratio between signals and beam 
~ 0 

intensiti~s at the two temperatures is: 

GO I B(z)fM(z)dz 

GO 

i B ( z IT IT) f ( z ) d z o 

(B-2) 



The det~ctor bias function of Fig. 6 does not have a 

simple analytical representation. However, a simple functional 

form which qualitatively possesses the essential features 

of the cur~e of Fig. 6 i~: 

B(z) tv ze 

1 
- 2" 

2 z 

Insert~ng the Maxwellian speed distribution and Eq. (B-3) 

i"nto Eq • (B-2) yields: 

By comparison, the usual correction for ari ideal density 

sensitive detector (B(z) = 6onstant) is: 

For a beam four ti~es greater in absolute temper~ture than 

the tem~erature at which the detector was optimized, the 

(B-3) 

(B-4) 

(B-5) 

ratio of intensities to signals for an ideal density sensitive 

detector is 2 while for the detector with the bias function 

of E q • ( B-3), the rat i 0 is 4.A 1 0 0 % " err 0 r in r e 1 a tin g 

signal to beam intensity is introduced by neglecting to 

account for the non-ideality of the detector. The more rapid 

drop in signal for hot beams in the non-ideal detector than in 

the purely density sensitive instrument is due to the fact 

< i 

- j 
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that althou~hthe bias function is fixed in energy space 

(or z-space), the molecular speed distribution is translated 

to higher en~rgies as the temperature is increased. The 

maximum of the bias function and the molecuLar distribution 

function ~oincide at 7 . (since this is where the d~tect~r 
o 

was op~imized)b~t'th~ two m~~ima'rio longer coincide at 

T 'rI' T • 
o 

Th~ fact~r of two d~~redation of the signai due 

to the mismat~hof the detecto~ b~as function and the s~eed 

distribution could be reduced by re-optimizing the detect~r 

on the hot beam. However, there is no guarantee that the 

optimizat~on process results only in simple translation of 

~he function B(z) along the z-axis. Reliable inference of 

beam intensity changes from mass spectrometer output signals 

in the presence of 'beam temperature variations requires 

knowledge of the detector bias function at one temperature. 

The correction procedure represented by Eq. (B-2) is of 

course necessary for any density sensitive detector of the 

electron bombardment type for which extraction efficiency 

depends upon the thermal energy of the neutral species before 

ionization. 

. , 
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Fig. 1. 

Fig. 2. 

Fig. 3. 

Fig. 4. 

Fig. 5. 

FIGUR"E {:APTIONS 

Schematic.d~agram of vacuum system 

Sk~tch of quadrupole head ~tructure with typical 

operating voltages 

Block diagram of detector electronics 

Amp1itud~ vs. pha~~ for oxygen and ~enon compared 

with th~ theoretical behavior for density sensitive 

detector. 

Amp1~tude vs. phase for the beam passing through 
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~he e~tire ionizer or limited to the bottom section only. 

Fig. 6. 

Fig. 7. 

Fig. 8. 

Fig. 9. 

Experimentally determined detector bias function 

B(z) 

Amplitude vs. frequenc~ low and high pressure 

xenon experiments 

Phase vs. frequency, low and high pressure xenon 

experiments 

Amplitude vs. frequency, low and high pressure 

oxygen experiments 

Fig. 10. Phase vs. frequency, low and high pressure oxygen 

experiments 

Fig. 11. Experimental ~nd theoretical speed distributions 

xenon gas Kn = 0.02 (h~gh pressure) 

Fig. 12. Beam energy ratio as a function of length 

Knudsen number for oxygen and xenon gas and theory 

Fig. 13. Circuit model for complex impedance of transmission 

line 
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Fig. 14. 

Fig. 15. 

Fig. 16. 

Fig. 17. 

Fig. 18. 

• 

t~pical raw data,ampli~ud~ vs. frequency b~f6re 

correction for complex impedance effects 

Typical raw data, phase vs. frequency before 

eorrection for complex impedance effects 

Typical amplitude vs. frequency after complex 

impedance correction 

Typical phase vs. frequency after complex 

t:mpedance co.rrection 

Typical amplitude vs. phase for long and 

short path lengths - corrected for complex impedance 
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LEGAL NOTICE 

This report was prepared as an account of Government sponsored work.' 
Neither the United States, nor the Commission, nor any person acting on 
b~half of the Commission: 

A. Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or implied, with 
respect to the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of the informa
tion contained in this r~port, or that the use of any information, 
apparatus, method, or process disclosed in this report may not in
fringe privately owned rights; or 

B. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, or for damages 
resulting from the use of any information, apparatus, method, or 
process disclosed in . this report. 

As used in the above, "person acting on behalf of the Commission" 
includes any employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee of 
such contractor, to the extent that such employee or contractor of the 
Commission, or employee of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or pro
vides access to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract 
with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor. 
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